Configure Doximity to Call patients from Haiku

Call patients from the Haiku app through Doximity Dialer, protecting your personal phone number. Your phone number will appear on the patient’s Caller ID as your clinic phone number.

1. **Install Doximity Medical Network from the App Store.**

2. **Open the Doximity app and log in.**
   
   *If you haven’t already created an account, create an account at this time, and then proceed to log in.*

3. **Open the main iPhone Settings icon.**
   
   A. Scroll down and open Haiku settings.
   
   B. Navigate to “Place Calls Using” and select “Doximity Dialer”.
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Open a patient’s chart on Haiku and tap on the patient’s phone number. Doximity will launch and allow you to place a “test call” to link Doximity with Haiku. Performing this step will not call the selected patient.

Create a Caller ID that the patients will see when you call using Doximity. The number you choose should be the same number patients should return a missed call to.